about $400,000 to purchase, train, transport and sustain over a four to six year
period. HOI's dog teams in Lebanon and
Eriuea, operating since 2002, recently
reached a milestone-the dog teams have
now covered over 160,000 sq m ofland.
Another example of a successful
partnership for landmine clearance is
HOI's program in Mozambique, which
will, with a contribution of $250,000
from the Toronto-based SkyLinkAviation,
Inc. and the U.S. DOS, fund advanced
trai ning courses for indigenous
hu manitarian demining personnel in
Mozambique and purchase muchneeded demining equipment.

The Humpty Dumpty Institute
Forges Innovative Public-Private
Partnerships for Land mine
Clearance in the Caucasus

HDI 's Involvement in the
Caucasus
The H.um.pty Dumpty Institute (HDI) is a New York-based, non-profit
organ1zat1~n dedicate~ to establishing effective and innovative public-private
partnerships to ameliorate the global landmine crisis. The Institute has
ongoing partnerships with a variety of public and private organizations.
Togeth.er, these partnerships have raised over $1.5 million (U.S.) for landmine
detect1on a~d clearance operations in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Mozambique,
lebanon, Sn lanka and Eritrea. To date, HDI's programs have focused on
clearance and subsequent economic re-development in partnership with
th~ U.S. State Department (DOS), the International Trust Fund (ITF), the
Children of ~rmenia Fund (COAF), the Marshall legacy Institute (Mll), the
N~w York Wme and Grape Foundation (NYWGF), Skylink Aviation, the One
Sn lanka Foundation, HALO Trust, the Armenian National Mine Action
Center, and the Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action (ANAMA).

by Daniela Kempf, Mine
Action Program Officer, HDI

About HDI

and William J. Rouhana, Jr.,

Co-Founder and Co-Chair, HOI

• The HDI and the COAF present a $100,000 check to the International
Trust Fund at the State Department ceremony in June 2003. Pictured
are, principles of HDI, COAF, the State Department, the Marshall Legacy
Institute, the Armenian Embassy of the U.S., and the International Trust
Fund. C/0 Ruben Gamara

Established in 1998, HDI is a home
for "venture philanthropists" and business
leaders who are interested in forei<Yn
0
policy issues. HOI puts its private sector
experience to work in the public sector
by turning good ideas into operational
programs and by providing its partners
with crea rive content, intellectual
ca pacity, cri ti cal ventu re capital and
marketing expertise.
"While our name is intended to be
humorous and memorable, our mission
is very serious-we try to put the pieces
back together," notes Ralph L. Cwerman,
President ofHDI.
"Our comparative advantage is our
ability to identify common in terests
among governments, corporations and
engaged citizens to address cutting-edge
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issues and form meaningful partnerships." Ir is through these partnerships
chat the Institute has managed ro leverage
more than $1.5 million for landmine
clearance programs in six countries.
As a result of rhe Institute's work in
the area of landmi ne clearance and
awareness, the U.S. DOS app lauded
HOI's decision co launch a new initiativethe Nat ion al Mine Action Group
(NMAG). NMAG organizes a wide network of corporate executives, foundation
directors, private entrepreneurs and other
parries interested in supporting worthy
projects to eliminate landmines. NMAG
looks at seed funding and possible areas
of collaboration for programs addressing
landmine clearance, mine victim
assistance, research and development of
new demining technologies, and mine
awareness in mine-affected countries.
In Sri Lanka, for example, HOI's
landmine action program focuses on
clearing high-priority minefields scattered
across the Jaffna Peninsula and the Vanni.
HOI has partnered with the One Sri
Lanka Foundation ro raise funds for
HALO Trust mine-clearance operations
in the field; $60,000 has already been
raised to fund one demining ream for 12
months. Additional funding is planned
for the future.
HD1 has also sponsored three mine
detection dog (MOD) teams-in Lebanon,
Eritrea and just recently in Armenia-in
partnership with the MLI and a number
of other organizations. Each team costs

Landmines conti nue to negatively
affect the economy and threaten the lives
ofpeople who live in the mine-contaminated
areas throughout the Caucasus. T his need
for action, combined wi rh the increasingly
important geostrategic role of the
Caucasus for the United States and the
world, prompted the HOI to partner
with the U.S. DOS, local governments
and a number of other organizations to
initiate innovative landmine clearance
programs in the region.
In Azerbaijan, HOI and its partners
are raising funds to demine approximately
one million square meters in the Fizuli
District of western Azerbaijan. T his parr
of the country was once a regional center
of grape growing and wine production.
Curren tly, landmines are scattered across
thousands of hectares of once-productive
vineyards in the region. HOI's goal is to
raise suffici ent funds to clear the
landmines, restore the vineyards and
revi talize the wine industry.
In Georgia, HOI is working with the
Georgian Government to identify a
n umber of areas throughout rhe country
(excluding Abkhazia) chat are contaminated with either landmines or UXO.
Many of these areas are found on territory
that once housed former Soviet military
bases and are now preventing thousands
of hectares of arable land from being used.
HOI's program for landmine
clearance in Armenia was initiated by
pannering with MLI and through the

..

concept of using MODs to help in
clearance operations. As a result of the
newly generated focus on the Caucasus,
MLI had already sent one ream of MODs
to Armen ia independently and is
now sending another team of dogs
in partnership with HOI, COAF,
ITF and the U.S. DOS.

Azerbaijan
Landmines in Azerbaijan and Armenia
are the legacy of the 1988-1994 conflict.
According to UN estimates, landmines have
killed or injured more than 4,000
Azerbaijani civi lians since 1988, and
more than one million Azerbaijan citizens
became refugees or internally displaced
persons (IDPs). As reported in the
Landmine Monitor Report 2001, the
United Nations Mine Action Service
(UNMAS) believes that up to 45 of
Azerbaijan's 65 regions may be mineaffecred, which is some 50 million square
meters of land (according to the International Eurasia Press Fund survey in
200 1) with the strongest impact on westem
Azerbaijan, including the Fizuli District. The
Landmirte Monitor Report 2002 furt her
reporrs char the most heavily mine-affected
areas are farmland and cropland, but mines
are also found in the irrigation systems
and river basins, as well as near high voltage
power lines and wells with drinking water.
Recognizing the imperative to clear
the land and revitalize the local economy,
the Institme has partnered with the New
York Wine and Grape Foundation
(NYWGF) to remove landmines in the
Fizuli District of Azerbaijan and revitalize
rhe region's dormant wine industry. Prior
to the 1988-1994 conflict, grape growing
in the Fizuli region ofAzerbaijan employed
20,000 people, with 20,000 hectares under
cultivation, producing 120,000 tons of
grapes per year. In 1995, chose figures were
5,000 hectares and 3,000 tons of grapes.
The drop in productivity is primarily a
result of landmines. The situation has
continued to deteriorate over the last
eight years.
The NYWGF is a private, notfor-profit organization representing
160 wineries in New York State. It is
responsible for developing and executing
promotion and research programs in
support of all New York grapes grown
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in all regions for all uses and centralizing
these functions for the grape and wine
industry. The Foundation's comprehen sive research program has enhanced the
economic viability of growing grapes in
New York, improved the overall quality
of New York wines and juices, and
strengthened the marketability of New
York grape products.

-~~~

• Ralph Cwerman,

The first phase, which H DI is working HOI's President, and
on in conjunction with Azerbaijan National Jim Lawrence,
Agency fo r Mine Action (ANAMA) and Director of PM/MAIP
the U.S. DOS, concentrates on clearing at the State
Department, survey a
a series of mine-contaminated vineyards formervineyeard,
(nea rly one million sq m) , at a cost now a minefield, in
of approximately $750,000 . HOI has the Fizuli region in
secured $400,000 in direct or matching Azerbaijan. C\ 0 Mark
Epstien
grants and is now working with a number
of partners to raise the remaining fu nds.
ANAMA was established by Presidential Decree on July 18, 1998. Ir
operates under the State Commiss ion
for Rehabilitation and Reconstruction
and is responsible for overall management,
planning, coordinatio n, resource mobilization and quality of all mine action
operations within Azerbaijan. The
organization's demining priorities include
clearing areas with life-threatening
dangers, supporting resettlement of
IDPs, clearing reconstruction sites as
requested by aid and development
agencies, and providing food security
through the clearance of agriculmral and
grazing lands.
The second phase of chis partnership
calls fo r the restoration of the cleared land
into productive vineyards, revitalization
of the area's wine industry and the creation
ofnew jobs for displaced Azerbaijanis who

left the area during the 1988-1994
conflict. HOI is currently negotiating with a number oflarge U.S.
based agri-businesses to achieve
this goal. A key objective of this
partnership is to create new
conditions on the ground that
will enable Azerbaijanis from
rhe Fizuli District to return to
their homes, reclaim their lives,
and rebuild their historic
winemaking legacy by cultivating
rhe cleared land. Specialists from
the NYWGF and the Cornell
University Wine Research and Outreach
Program will be providing technical
assistance during this phase.
HOI is pursuing a public awareness
campaign for this program as well. In late
2002, HOI and rhe NYWGF brought
together 30 top New York wineries and
12 premier New York restaurants in a
special wine and food tasting called
"Celebrate New York" to raise funds for
landmine clearance in Azerbaijan. Over
500 people attended the evem in New
York City. Senator Hillary Rodham
Clinton (0-NY) and Yashar Aliyev,
Permanent Representative of the Republic
of Azerbaijan to rhe United Nations,
co-chaired the event. Senator Clinton
said, "Each year, tens of thousands of
civil ian s are killed or maimed by
landmines and we are not doing nearly
enough ro help these inn ocen t
victims. This joint project of the HOI
and the New York wine industry will not
only make the land safe again for
Azerba ijani civilians, bur will also
nurture rhe return of the cen turi esold winemaking legacy of the Fizuli
District." More events are planned.

Armenia
According to the Armenian Ministry
of Defense, the 900-kilomerer-long line
that divides the warring sides is replete
with landmines. The Landmine Monitor
reports rhar at least 1,700 hectares in regions
bordering Azerbaijan (mostly agricultural
and woodlands), are mine-contaminated.
These hidden killers not only threaten
lives, but also hinder the economic
developmem ofwide swathes ofArmenian
territory, including 25 percent of the arable
land. These areas include crops, vineyards,
orchards, and hayfields and pasture land.

cost-effective asset in most demining
scenarios. Armenia's topography and
climate, for much of the year, are
conducive to the use of MODs,
which are already accelerating
dem ining efforts in Armen ia,
particularly in the areas where
landmines impede everyday life
and eco nomic opportunities.
These funds are dedicated to
purchasing, training and transporting six dogs. However, sustained
operational funding is needed for
these reams to cover additional costs
of food, vete rinar y services,
regain in Azerbaijan. C\0 Ralph Cwerman
medicine, kenneling and arrangemenrs
The government o f Armen ia is for rhe dogs' handlers. Over a period of
developing its humanitarian landmine several years, these ancillary costs amount
clearance capacity. The U.S. government to abom $300,000 for a ream of six dogs.
began assis ting Armenia in 2000 by This is where HOI's partnership with rhe
supplying de mining equipment and by DOS becomes especially instrumental.
purchasing MODs. Later, the U.S. The funds raised by HOI and COAF
government helped Armenia to renovate trigger the release of additional monies
irs demining facilities, train staff at rhe from a special DOS program funded by
National Mi ne Action Center, carry our rhe U.S. Congress. The ITF, a non-profit
mine risk education and develop survey Slovenia-based organization dedicated to
capabilities. That work culminated on removing landmines, also participated in
March 16, 2002, when the Armenian rhe program, raising funds rhar rhe DOS
National Mine Action Center was then marched, thereby enabling the entire
officially opened in Echmiadzin.
amount of approximately $400,000 to be
"Our mission is to remove the tens allocated for Armenian dog reams.
of thousands of landmines scattered
In the curren r phase ofthe parrnershi p,
around Armenia, provide irs people with HOI is working with the MLI and the U.S.
an opportunity to work the land again DOS to bring the dogs to Armenia. MLI
and help rebuild the region's economy by is a nonprofit, international humanitarian
creating jobs and reviving irs agriculture," organization focusing on assisting nations
says HOI President Ralph Cwerman. The in building affordable and sustainable
Institute established a partnership with programs to free their land of the
rhe COAF in December of 2002. destabili z ing and devastating effects
Founded by Dr. Garo Armen, Chairman of landmines. MLI has previously
and CEO ofAnrigenics, a leading biotech- partnered with the HOI to bring reams of
nology firm, COAF/HDI successfully highly trained MOD to severely mineraised more than $100,000, mostly from conraminated countries, such as Lebanon
rhe Armenian-An1erican community, to and Eritrea. Perry Baltimore, Execurive
procure, train and deploy a ream of six Director of rhe MLI, says of this joint
MODs in Armenia.
program,"The MLI/HDI partnership in
The parrnersh ip is the result of Armenia is an exciting opporrunity ro
collaboration between the In stitute, extend both organizations' vision of a
rhe COAF, the ITF, the MLI, and the mine-free world into the Caucasus. As a
U.S. OOS's Office of Mine Action result of the government of Armenia's
Initiatives and Partnerships (PM/MAIP). appreciation for irs initial group of six
The PM/MAIP wholeheartedly supports MD Os, they have requested an additional
this multi-partner initiative to provide 'six-pack' of dogs and, by leveraging the
additional MODs for Armenia's resources ofMLI and HOI, we are able to
h umanirarian mine action program and make this a reality."
agrees that MODs can be a tremendous,
In the coming weeks, the six MOOs
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will be bought in Europe, trained at the
G lobal Academy in Antonio, Texas, and
then transported to Armenia after three
months of specialized training. When this
phase of the training is complete, rhe dogs
will be shipped to Armenia and given to
rhe Armenian National Mine Action
Center in Echmiadzin. One or two Global
Academy trainers will accompany the dog
ream to Armenia to help train the local
dog handlers. The dogs will also be
re- trained ro work with their new
h andlers. After testing, they will receive
cenification and can begin workin the field.

Ra ising Public Awareness
Raising public awareness about the
landmine tragedy is a top priority for
HOI as well. To showcase the capabilities
of mi ne-detecting dogs, HOI and the
Children of Armenia Fund held a series
of public events in the greater Boston
Armenian community in April 2003.
HOI and irs partners held dog demonstrations at two local schools in Boston
to announce the successful completion
of their fundraising campaign at a
d emonstration of MOD's capabilities.
Michael Sonnenfeldr, HOI's cofounder and co-chairma n , presented
HOI's role in this project: "Our mission
at rhe Humpty Dumpty Institute is to
' help pur the pieces back together' by
bringing like-minded people and
o rganizations together to forge new and
unique public-private partnerships in the
battle against landmines. We strongly
believe that such partnerships provide
the greatest impetus for effect ive
h umani rari an action."
The keynote speaker of the evening
was Deputy Assistant Secretary of State,
Kara Bue, who explained the role of the
DOS and shared her personal involvement
and commitment to eradicating the
landmine problem. 'The first time I visited
a landmine-affecredarea was in Sri Lanka,"
remarked Deputy Assistant Secretary
Bue. "I was surprised to see that I was
being taken into, not away from, the
center of a town. I had always envisioned
that emplaced persistent mines were
contained in remote, marked fields,
away from the places where people lived
and worked. To see landmines next to a

school building, landmines in a soccer
field, landmines scattered throughout the
busiest parts of a town is to understand
that emplaced mines have the ability to
affect every aspect of civilian life. I am
proud to say rhar rhe Department of State
is dramatically reducing the impact of
persistent landmines through irs humanitarian mine action demining program
and public-private partnerships with
organizations such as the Humpty
Dumpty Institute and Children of
Armenia Fund."
Lincoln P. Bloomfield, Jr., special
representative of the President and
Secretary of Stare for mine action,
addressed the participan rs in a video
speech, prepared and taped especially for
this occasion. "The landmine problem
affects public healrh, hinders economic
growth, threatens social stability and
colors Armenia's relations with its
neighbors. Fortunately, you're in good
hands with these non-governmental
organizations-the Humpty Dumpty
Institute and rhe C hildren of Armenia
Fund-to help you implement this initiative.
And, I think we can all agree rhar you are
in rhe best company of all by joining
forces with mine-detecting dogs-truly
man's, woman's and children's best
friend-as the focus of your initiative."
On June 18, the HOI celebrated this
success with its partners in the historic
Treaty Room at the U.S. DOS. This event
commemorated innovative public-private
partnerships that wi ll facilitate demining
efforts in Armenia. Secretary Bloomfield
hosted the ceremony and said of HOI's
partnership with rhe U.S. DOS:"The
State Department and the Humpty
Dumpty Institute have worked together
for five years to develop additional partnerships rhar engage the private sector
and civil society in humanitarian mine
action. As Secretary of State Powell has
said, governments cannot solve the
global landmine problem by themselves.
Today's pres en rations are the latest
examples of a productive Humpty
Dumpty Institute/Stare Department
collaboration to remove landmines
through the development of publicprivate partnerships. Throug h the
Humpty Dumpty Institute/Stare
Department partnership, more than
$ 1.5 million has been leveraged for mine
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clearance efforts around the world.
The Humpty Dumpty Institute was
instrumental in helping to inspire
today's donations."

In the coming year, HOI intends to
broaden irs scope and range of activities
to include Georgia, as well as other countries around the world. The Institute will
continue to raise funds and reach out to
new constituencies through innovative
partnerships with an entrepreneurial flare.
With irs partners, the HOI will continue
to"put the pieces back together again." I

Contact Information
Daniela Kempf
Mine Action Program Officer, HOI
29 W 46th Street, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Tel: (212) 944-7111
Fax: (212) 398-0304
Website: www.humptydumpty.net.
William J. Rouhana, Jr.
Co-Founder and Co-Chair, HOI
29 W. 46th Street, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Tel: (212) 944-7111
Fax: (212) 398-0304
Website: www.humprydumpty.net

I Two-year old Mine
Detection Dog
Radjafrom Global
Academy showing off
her mine detecting skills
at the Sister's Acadernyin
Lexington as part of the
HDI/COAF/MLI mine
awareness rais1ng
canpaign for Armenia.
C\0 Oemetri Productions

